A dynamic model for a thin thermoelastic plate proposed by Lagnese and Lions in 1988 [1] has been used recently by several authors (e.g., [2]-[5]) to study existence and stability of solutions to initial/boundary-value problems. Simple, systematic orderof-magnitude arguments show that it is consistent to neglect several terms appearing in the governing differential equations that couple a temperature moment to the average vertical displacement.
1. The equations of linear thermoelasticity. Let xQ, a = 1,2, and z denote Cartesian coordinates in an inertial reference frame and let a homogeneous, isotropic, thermoelastic plate-like body occupy the closure of the open set Q x where fl, the midplane of the plate, is a connected region of the xQ-plane with piecewise smooth boundary dfl and '2H is the plate's thickness.
Then, from the standard references by Boley and Weiner [6] or Carlson [7] , the linearized governing three-dimensional equations in Cartesian tensor notation comprise the equations of motion, &af3,a Tf3,z f(3 = ; (1*1)
Ta,a + + / = pil, ( + ti,zz) + m8o(uaia + It,*)' + r = dd, (1.3) and the stress-displacement-temperature relations
CTap -/^(^a,/3 ~f~ ^/3,a) ^(^7,7 ^,z)^a/3 ~t~ (1*4) rQ = /j(«ai2 + uta), a = 2/zu2 + A(uQjCt + u>z) + rwd. (1.5) Here (crap,Ta,cr) are the physical (Cartesian) components of the stress tensor, (/«,/) are the components of the body force vector, p is the (constant) mass per unit volume, (uQ,u) are the components of the displacement vector, k is the thermal conductivity, i? is the increment in absolute temperature above the constant reference value 6q, m is the stresstemperature modulus, r is the heat supply, c is the specific heat, and A and /x are the Lame elastic constants. Further, a subscript preceded by a comma denotes differentiation with respect to that subscript and a dot denotes differentiation with respect to time. For simplicity, we shall henceforth take fa = f = r = 0.
To make our expansion procedure easier, we rewrite (1.5) in the inverted form ua,z = -u,a + (1 -v)(Ta/E) (1.6) and
where E is Young's modulus, v is Poisson's ratio, and
is the coefficient of thermal expansion. We then substitute (1.7) into (1.3) and (1.4), so obtaining k{ti,aa +ti,zz) = + C*^'
where , t1 + v)E60a2
is a modified specific heat, and
In view of (1.11), our basic unknowns are now the displacement components, (ua, u), the transverse and normal stresses, (rQ,cr), and the incremental temperature, d. At the faces of the plate, we shall, for simplicity, assume that there are no surface tractions, i.e., ra(xa,±H,t) = cr(xa,±H,t) = 0, ( Classical plate theory is based on the premise that differentiation of any field variable with respect to or ( does not change its order of magnitude.
As is well known, this assumption breaks down in the vicinity of edges or concentrated loads where there exist three-dimensional boundary layers of width 0(H). To derive classical thermoelastic plate theory in a systematic (if formal) way, we must introduce an appropriate scaling of the displacement, stress, time, and temperature variables. To this end let wq denote a reference vertical displacement of the midplane of the plate. Then to guarantee that our formal expansion procedure will yield the classical Kirchhoff equation for static isothermal deformation, we introduce dimensionless displacements by setting
The stresses are scaled in the standard way:
In scaling the time variable, we note that there exist three disparate time scales: (1) the time it takes any transient initial temperature distribution to decay to, say, half its initial value; (2) the period of the lowest natural isothermal mode of vibration; and (3) the time it takes for any initial motin of the plate to decay to, say, half its initial value. Since (2) is much greater than (1) and much less than (3) As f -> oo or, from the viewpoint we prefer when deriving classical plate theory, as e -> 0 for r fixed, 0 approaches the first line on the right of (4.9). This limit also follows if we ignore the first term on the right of (4.3) and means physically that any initial temperature distribution is equilibrated virtually instantaneously on a time scale of the order of the longest period of oscillation of a classical isothermal plate. Henceforth, we replace 0 by this limit which we note is cubic in £ rather than linear, as is assumed in [We also could have obtained this result-but with more labor-by introducing a "slow" time variable f = e3r and using the two-scale method to find an asymptotic solution of (4.13) of the form w(t, f; e) = w(r, r) + 0(e3 which shows that the ratio R of the natural period of vibration to the time it takes w to decay to half its initial amplitude is R = (27re3/(51n 2))(1 + u)0un. (5.7)
For a clamped circular aluminum plate of one meter radius and one millimeter thickness vibrating in a vacuum at room temperature, we find, using the elastic and thermal constants given on pp. 87 and 157 of [8] and the natural frequencies of vibration given in Table 2 .1 of [9] , that R for the lowest natural frequency of vibration is about 4.84 x 10~3. Since the lowest natural period of vibration works out to about 0.075 seconds, this means that it takes about 15 seconds for the amplitude of vibration of the plate to damp to half its initial value.
